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Abstract

High throughput and fair resource sharing are two of the mostimportant objectives in designing a

medium access control (MAC) protocol. Currently, most MAC protocols including IEEE 802.11 DCF

adopt a random access based approach in a distributed mannerin order to coordinate the wireless channel

accesses among competing stations. In this paper, we first identify that a random access–based MAC

protocol may suffer from MAC protocol overhead such as a random backoff for data transmission and

a collision among simultaneously transmitting stations. Then, we propose a new MAC protocol, called

sequential coordination function (SCF), which coordinates every station to send a data frame sequentially

one after another in a distributed manner. By defining a service period and a joining period, the SCF

eliminates unnecessary contentions during the service period, and by explicitly determining the sequence

of frame transmission for each stations, it reduces collision occurrences and ensures fairness among

stations in the service period. The performance of SCF is investigated through intensive simulations,

which show that the SCF achieves higher throughput and fairness performances than other existing

MAC protocols in a wide range of the traffic load and the numberof stations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the demand for higher throughput in wireless networking is continuously

increasing, because wireless network users expect better communication environment, and most

network applications require wider bandwidth with low latency. The IEEE 802.11 (a.k.a. Wi-Fi)

WLAN is one of the most promising technologies that provide last mile wireless connectivity

for both enterprise and residential customers. The IEEE 802.11 working group has specified

and published several standards such as IEEE 802.11b (up to 11Mb/s) [2], 802.11a/g (up to

54Mb/s) [3], [4], and 802.11n (up to 540 Mb/s) [5] to support data transmission at a higher

rate. However, the IEEE 802.11 medium access control (MAC) scheme intrinsically has some

inefficiency due to the MAC header overhead for backoff–based access mechanism and the waste

of radio resource, especially when collisions occur among anumber of competing stations. (We

will investigate the efficiency issues of IEEE 802.11 DCF in detail in Section II.) One may think

that a higher throughput performance can be obtained simplyby increasing the transmission rate.

Unfortunately, this is not the case because a simple increase of transmission rate cannot make

transmission throughput higher than the throughput performance limit imposed by the MAC

overhead of IEEE 802.11 as discussed in [6].

Several other schemes have been proposed to achieve higher throughput by reducing MAC

overhead and collision occurrences. The frame aggregation[7] and the burst sending [8] are good

examples for reducing the overhead. In the aggregation, several small frames are assembled into

one big frame to reduce the header overhead. The burst sending using TXOP in IEEE 802.11e

can significantly reduce the backoff overhead. For reducingcollisions, adjusting the value of

the contention window (CW) according to the network condition has been studied by many

researchers [9]–[12]. Furthermore, some ideas that can eliminate collisions completely were

presented in [13]. However, they may introduce extra overhead by using tokens or an extra field

in the MAC header.

In addition to the throughput performance, fair resource sharing is another important objective

for a MAC protocol. Under the assumption that all users are equal, the resource should be shared

evenly by all the users, (i.e., ideally each ofn stations should be given a fraction 1/n of the

total resource). However, it is reported that there exists atradeoff relationship between achieving

high throughput and fair resource sharing [14], [15].
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In this paper, we present a new MAC mechanism, called sequential coordination function

(SCF), which coordinates every station to send a data frame sequentially one after another in a

distributed manner, instead of competing with each other station for transmitting frames in order

to improve the throughput and fairness performances of WLAN. By defining a service period

and a joining period, the SCF eliminates unnecessary contentions during the service period.

As a result, the backoff overhead and collision among stations are effectively reduced, and the

aggregate throughput and fairness performance are significantly improved.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,we revisit the inefficiency of

IEEE 802.11 DCF scheme, and in Section III we present relatedwork. Then, we describe the

SCF mechanism in detail in Section IV. We analyze the performance of SCF in Section V,

and compare the performance of SCF to those of DCF, FCR [12], and Idle Sense [11] through

intensive simulations in Section VI. Finally, in Section VII conclusions and future work are

given.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we consider the efficiency issues of random access–based MAC protocols.

Specifically, the contention overhead and the impact of collisions are evaluated for the contention–

based MAC protocol of IEEE 802.11 DCF.

A. Contention overhead

First, we compute the expected MAC protocol overhead of IEEE802.11 DCF. Suppose that

there are two stations, (i.e., a sender and a receiver). Under the assumption that the sender always

has backlogged data, the expected timeTBASIC spent for sending a data frame successfully is

TBASIC=TDIFS+TE[BC]+Tdata+TSIFS+Tack+2δ, (1)

where Tdata and Tack represent the transmission times of a data frame and an ack frame,

respectively, andδ denotes the propagation delay, which is assumed to be negligible. Note that

Tdata is the sum of the transmission time of the frame header (Theader) which is fixed and the

transmission time of payload (Tpayload) which is variable.E[BC] is the expected value of backoff

counter (BC), andTE[BC] is the expected contention period, (i.e.,E[BC] × TaSlotT ime). When

there is no other station, the contention window (CW) of the sender is maintained asCWmin,
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Fig. 1. Contention overhead including a fixed length of protocol overhead and a variable contention period in an IEEE 802.11b

DCF wireless network.

and E[BC] becomesCWmin−1
2

. When the sender uses the RTS/CTS scheme, the overhead of

TRTS/CTS is calculated as

TRTS/CTS = TRTS + TCTS + 2TSIFS + TBASIC .

We define the normalized overhead as

O = 1−
Tpayload

TBASIC
.

Fig. 1 depicts the overhead for IEEE 802.11b DCF, when only two stations communicate with

each other at 11 Mb/s. We observe that when the length of payload is small, the overhead is

quite dominant, and a large portion of overhead is due to the contention period. Even when

the length of payload reaches its accepted maximum value (i.e., 2,304 bytes), the overhead is

around 40 %. In order to improve the performance of DCF, this overhead should be reduced by

minimizing TE[BC] or maximizingTpayload, which is determined by the data transmission rate

and the frame size. However, even in the case of an extremely high data transmission rate, the

achievable throughput is still bounded in [6]. This impliesthat the contention based approach

incurs the contention overhead in coordinating the contentions among multiple nodes, and it

should be reduced for better throughput performance.
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Fig. 2. Performance evaluation for an IEEE 802.11b DCF wireless network in terms of (a) aggregate throughput and (b)

fairness index.

B. Impact of collisions

We evaluate the throughput and fairness performance for IEEE 802.11 DCF operated networks

where the length of payload is 1,500 bytes, and the channel islossless. Each sender always has

backlogged data in ad hoc mode.

Fig. 2(a) shows the aggregate throughput as the number of competing stations increases. As

the number of senders increases up to six, the throughput forboth basic and RTS/CTS schemes

increases. After reaching its maximum, the throughput begins to decrease gradually. The reason

is that when the throughput has not yet reached its maximum, the backoff time is longer than

that needed in avoiding collisions among stations, and thusas the number of senders increases,

the throughput increases. However, after reaching its maximum, collisions occur more frequently

because the contention period is not sufficiently long enough to avoid collisions. In this case,

whenever perceiving that a collision has occurred, the senders double their CWs to reduce

further potential collisions. This binary exponential backoff operation of the IEEE 802.11 DCF

may degrade the fairness performance [16]. Fig. 2(b) shows that the Jain’s fairness index [17].

The result shows that the binary backoff algorithm does not provide fair throughput sharing

among users [18], [19].

In this simulations, we observe that as the number of sendersincreases, the aggregate through-

put and the fairness performances become worse due to the increased collisions among stations.

It is mainly due to that the random access contention mechanism of IEEE 802.11 DCF is not
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efficient, especially when the offered network load dynamically varies [9], [10], [20].

III. RELATED WORK

There have been many studies to improve the throughput performance of IEEE 802.11 net-

works. Methods to improve the throughput of 802.11 networkscan fall into two categories:

reducing overhead and reducing collisions.

First, increasing payload by aggregating several service packets into a single frame [7], [21]

could be effective in improving throughput performance especially when there are many small-

sized packets, such as voice over IP packets or TCP ack packets. Another method is sending

several frames consecutively without backoff by using the TXOP bursting mechanism of IEEE

802.11e [8] to reduce the backoff overhead. The block ack mechanism also can be used for

reducing the overhead induced by sending ack frames for eachtransmission [22]. The MAC

header compression is another alternative method that can be used to reduce the MAC header

overhead [23].

Adjusting the value of contention window in IEEE 802.11 DCF is one of the most popu-

lar methods to reduce collisions. The adjustments are made by either estimating the current

congestion level of the channel [9]–[11], [20], [24], [25] or changing the rule of choosing the

next value of CW [12], [26]–[29]. These schemes avoid collisions by reducing the transmission

opportunities of senders when the level of collision is high. Penalty due to collisions can be

reduced by adopting the RTS/CTS mechanism because the length of an RTS frame is much

shorter than that of a data frame in most cases.

Collisions can be eliminated entirely by perfectly scheduling the order of transmissions. An

example of this approach is the PCF of IEEE 802.11, which usesa polling mechanism during

the contention free period. A similar idea was presented in [13], where the polling mode and

the contention mode alternate based on the on-line estimation of the network load. However,

these mechanisms need a supervisor node, so they are inapplicable to ad hoc networks. In order

to be used in ad hoc networks, the distributed token ring mechanism [30] and the distributed

ordering protocol [31] were proposed. However, these mechanisms may introduce additional

overhead such as tokens or an extra field in the MAC header. In addition, they increase the

system complexity.

Regarding the fairness issue, there exists a tradeoff relationship between achieving high
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throughput and sharing resource fairly [14], [15]. In orderto increase channel utilization, stations

need to be more aggressive, however this behavior attributes to unfair resource sharing in general

[18], [19].

In a recent study, the basic concept of the sequential coordination has been proposed to

achieve high throughput performance by mitigating the collision overhead among contending

nodes in a distributed manner [1]. This paper is an extended version of the work done in [1].

The contributions of this study are as follows: (i) We have modified the state transition as shown

in Fig. 4 in order to make SCF nodes more responsive to unsuccessful transmissions. (ii) We have

analyzed the the joining latency and the utilization performance in steady state. (iii) We have

implemented another algorithm of ”Idle Sense” [11] in our comparative study, and compared

their performances against that of SCF under more various network scenarios.

IV. SEQUENTIAL COORDINATION FUNCTION

In order to provide high throughput and fair resource sharing, we propose a new MAC

mechanism, called sequential coordination function (SCF), in which, instead of competing with

each other for transmitting frames, every sender is coordinated to send a data frame sequentially

one after another in a distributed manner. This operation isregulated automatically by a simple

counting operation, which has a little similarity with the backoff operation of IEEE 802.11 DCF.

As a result, the senders can eliminate unnecessary collisions among themselves and share the

channel fairly. The operation of SCF is based on the assumption that each sender is in the carrier

sensing range of the other stations. (We will show that the operation of SCF is quite robust to

the hidden stations problems once the network is established in Section VI.)

The SCP defines aservice period (SP) and ajoining period (JP). Because the SCP explicitly

determines the sequence of frame transmission for each stations during the service period, it

can eliminate both unnecessary contentions and collision occurrences. A new station is allowed

to join the network only during the joining period, and is coordinated to begin to send a data

frame at the next SP. For the operation of SCF, each station maintains three system parameters

listed below.

• NAS: the estimated number of senders in the network counted by each station in each period.

If a station detects a transmission, it increasesNAS by one.
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JP JP JP JP JP

1. STA detemines to join

2. STA notices JP

3. STA estimates NAS

5. STA transmits a frame

SP SP SP SP SP SP

4. STA estimates NAS

and joins the network

JP

6. STA transmits
a frame

Fig. 3. Operation of SCF, in which service and joining periods alternate.

• NJP : the number of slots for a JP.NJP is a design parameter and is assumed to be known

to all stations in the network in advance. In this paper,NJP is set to five, but is desirable

to be adaptively adjusted depending on the arrival rate of newly joining stations. It would

be a part of our future work.

• NBC : the value of the backoff counter. It is decreased by one for each DIFS after a

transmission or for each idleTaSlotT ime. A station can transmit a frame only when its

NBC becomes zero.

A. Basic operation of SCF

A basic period of SCF is composed of one service period (SP) and one joining period (JP),

and an SP and a JP are repeated alternately as shown in Fig. 3. During an SP, each sender in a

network is given an opportunity to transmit one frame in an SPslot. During a JP, a new station

is given an opportunity to join the network. The duration of aJP (NJP ) is fixed and is known

to all stations in advance. If a new station detects an idle time that lasts longer thanNJP , it

implies that the preceding SP period includes some idle slots, and the end of idle slots is the

end of a JP period.

A SCF station is always in one of the three states; STANDBY, JOIN, or ACTIVE. Fig. 4

shows the transition diagram among these states. When a station is turned on, it first enters the

STANDBY state. In the STANDBY state, it does nothing except receiving frames from other

stations. When a station in the STANDBY state receives data to send from its upper layer, it

enters the JOIN state and actively observes the network to obtain information on the value of
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Turn On

STANDBY

JOIN

Frame transmission 
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ACTIVE1 

ACTIVE2
Frame transmission 

successful
Frame transmission

unsuccessful

Frame transmission
unsuccessful

Receiving data from the 
upper layer

No more data  to send

No more data to send

Frame transmission
unsuccessful

Fig. 4. State transition diagram of SCF.

currentNAS and when the next JP starts. After obtaining the information, it sends a data frame

during the next JP. If the sender receives an ack frame, whichindicates that the data frame has

been transmitted successfully, it goes into the ACTIVE state. After this, the sender sends a frame

in each SP. After sending all data, it enters the STANDBY state again.

The ACTIVE state is composed of two sub-states; ACTIVE1 and ACTIVE2. When a station

enters the ACTIVE state, it goes into the ACTIVE1 state. Whena sender notices a collision, it

enters the ACTIVE2 state. If a station in the ACTIVE2 state sends a data frame successfully

in the following SP, it goes back to the ACTIVE1 state. When a station in the ACTIVE2 state

becomes involved in another collision, it enters the JOIN state again in order to refresh its

network information. When a station in the ACTIVE state doesnot have data to send anymore,

it enters the STANDBY state.

B. Sequential coordination

As shown in Fig. 4, when a station in the STANDBY state has datato send, it enters the JOIN

state. Upon entering this state, the station attempts to findout when the next JP starts. First, the
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station estimatesNAS by counting the number of transmissions between two consecutive JPs as

shown in Fig. 3. If two successive estimates ofNAS are equal, the station assumes that it has

countedNAS correctly and sends a data frame during the following JP. If not, it has to delay its

transmission until two successive estimates ofNAS are equal. When two successive estimates of

NAS are equal, at the beginning of the following SP (in Fig. 3, thefourth SP), the station sets

its NBC andNAS as

NBC = NAS +K, (2)

NAS = 0.

where K = rand(NJP ) and rand(n) function returns an integer which is chosen between

one andn with equal probability. This randomness helps avoid collisions among multiple new

stations. As time goes on,NBC is decreased to zero, and the new station attempts to transmit a

frame. In the case of a successful transmission, the stationsets itsNBC andNAS as follows:

NBC = NAS +NJP −K, (3)

NAS = 0.

Note that by setting the value ofNBC as above, the last station whose transmission has been

successful in the last JP becomes the last sender in the following SP.NAS is reset, and then

begins to increase by one for each detected transmission. Eventually, it will be larger by one

than that in the preceding basic period.

After a successful transmission during a JP, the station enters the ACTIVE state and is given

an opportunity to transmit in each SP that follows. If the transmission is not successful (i.e., the

sender does not receive an ack frame within a pre-determinedtime), it behaves as if it has just

entered the JOIN state.

Fig. 5(a) shows the changes ofNBC for each station when it joins the network. There are

three active stations that are in the ACTIVE state and one newstation that newly joins the

network. The slots in white color simply denote idle slots, and the slots in grey color indicate

that a station is sending a frame because itsNBC becomes zero. Thus, the duration of a slot

in white color is equal toTaSlotT ime, while that in grey color isTdata + TSIFS + Tack, although

all slots are depicted with the same length. The time corresponding toTDIFS has been omitted

for simplicity. As shown in Fig. 5(a), each station decreases itsNBC after waiting forTDIFS or
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STA 3 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 8 7 6 5

new STA 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 4 3 2 1 0 8

SP JP SP JP SP

    1 2      3 0

            7

NewSTA

    6 5

Busy Medium

NBC

NAS

NBC = NAS + K
( 7  =    3  + 4 )
NAS = 0

Send Frame

DIFS

    0 0 1    3 3 3 3 4

          4 3 2 1 0            5 4 3NBC = NAS + NJP - K
( 5  =   4  + 5 - 4 )
NAS = 0

(a) A station joins the network (NJP = 5,K = 4).

NBC 4 3 2 1 0 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 6 5 4 3

NAS 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0

NBC 3 2 1 0 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 6 5 4 3 2

NAS 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1

SP JP

STA 1

STA 2

Period JP SP JP

    1 2    0 0 0 0 0 0 1

    7 6 5 4 3 2 1

STA 1

    1 0

Busy MediumSend Frame Send Frame

DIFS

NBC

NAS

    0 1    1 1 1 1 1 1 2

    6 5 4 3 2 1 0

STA 2

    7 6

Send FrameBusy Medium Busy Medium

DIFS

NBC

NAS

NBC = NAS + NJP

( 7  =    2  +  5 )
NAS = 0

(b) Stations are in the ACTIVE state.

Fig. 5. An illustrative example forNAS andNBC in JOIN and ACTIVE states.

after one idleTaSlotT ime. Suppose the new station selects four forK in Fig. 5(a). Then, at the

beginning of the first SP period,NBC andNAS are set to be 7 and 0, respectively, by (2), and

they are immediately decreased by one due to the transmission of STA 3. At the fourth slot of

the second JP, the new station transmits a frame, and setsNBC = 5 andNAS = 0 by (3). Then,

in the second SP, it is scheduled to transmit a frame at the fourth slot.

After successfully transmitting a frame, the station in theACTIVE state sets itsNBC andNAS
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JP

NBC 2 1 0 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 8 7

NAS 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 2 3 4 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 1 2

NBC 1 0 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 8 7 6

NAS 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 3 4 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 1 2 3

NBC 4 3 2 1 0 4 3 2 1 0 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 8

NAS 2 1 1 2 3 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 4 1

NBC 5 4 3 2 1 0 4 3 2 1 0 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

NAS 2 0 1 2 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4

JP SP JP SP

STA 1

STA 2

New STA 3

New STA 4

Period SP

(a) NBC andNAS for two joining stations.

Xth estimation of NASEx

JP JPSP SP SPJP JP JPSP SP SPJP

STA0 J

STA1

STA2

STA3

D E1 E2 JX

D E1 E2 E3 J

E1

X

X E2 E3 E4 J

E2

Sending a frame to join J

No detectionX Detecting JPD

(b) Estimation ofNAS for four joining stations.

Fig. 6. An illustrative example forNAS andNBC when stations simultaneously join the wireless network.

as follows:

NBC = NAS +NJP , (4)

NAS = 0.

Recall thatNAS is increased by one whenever there is a transmission during the basic period.

Fig. 5(b) depicts the changes inNAS andNBC of each station in the ACTIVE state as time goes

by.

C. Simultaneous joins and leaves

We consider a special case when multiple stations join and leave the network simultaneously.

The transmission of stations in SCF is automatically coordinated simply by countingNAS even

when the number of senders changes. Fig. 6(a) shows the changes ofNBC andNAS when two
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stations join the network simultaneously. Note that STA1 and STA2 increase theirNASs by two

after two new stations join.

On the other hand, if there is a transmission in a JP, the otherjoining stations will fail to detect

the JP correctly, because they cannot observe the consecutiveNJP idle slots. After missing a JP,

the consecutive estimations ofNAS will not be the same. Thus, after missing a JP, the joining

stations should find out the starting point of the next SP and JP, and estimate again the current

NAS correctly. Fig. 6(b) shows the joining process for four stations. Due to the transmission of

STA0, the other three stations fail to identify the second JPcorrectly. As a result, STA1 is able

to successfully identify a JP in one basic period later. STA2will realize that the first estimation

(E1) and the second estimation (E2) ofNAS are different, and it needs anotherNAS estimation

(E3). For STA3, it needs two moreNAS estimations (E3, E4). After these operations, all joining

stations transmit their frames in one ofNJP slots in the sixth SP, depending on the randomly

selectedNBS in (2).

Fig. 7 shows the case when two stations leave the network simultaneously. In this case,NAS

in each of the remaining stations is decreased accordingly.Consequently the remaining stations

can send data frames with a shorter basic period as shown in Fig. 7. However, when several

senders leave the network simultaneously, the stations in the JOIN state may determine the start

of the next JP incorrectly, and send a frame during an SP. In such a case, it is possible that

collisions may occur among the stations in the ACTIVE and JOIN states. By adopting the two

sub-states of ACTIVE1 and ACTIVE2 in Fig. 4, the former stations will attempt to send a frame

in the next SP again, while the latter stations will behave asif it have just entered the JOIN

state.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze two key properties of (i) the latency to join the network and (ii)

the utilization when the network is operating in steady state. For simplicity of the analysis, we

first assume that collisions are the only cause for corruptedframes. Second, we assume that the

number of joining stations and the number of leaving stations are the same in average (i.e., the

number of station in the ACTIVE state (NAS) is constant.).
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NBC 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 6 5 4 3
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JP SP JP SP JP

STA 1

STA 2

STA 3

STA 4

Period SP

STA 4  exits

STA 3  exits

Fig. 7. An illustrative example forNAS andNBC when two stations simultaneously leave the wireless network.

A. Latency to join the network

We define the joining latencyDjoin as the time delay experienced by a station until it

successfully joins the network. It implies that it takesDjoin for each station to switch its state

from the JOIN state to the ACTIVE state.

Recall that a basic period is composed of an SP and a JP, and they are alternately repeated

as shown in Fig. 3. LetTSP denote the duration of an SP, when the RTS/CTS scheme is not

used. During an SP, it takesTBASIC with E[BC] = 0 in (1) for each sender station to transmit

a frame. Therefore,TSP is simply calculated as follows:

TSP = NAS · TSCF−BASIC, (5)

whereTSCF−BASIC is equal toTBASIC with TE[BC] = 0 in (1). Let TJP denote the duration of

a JP. When there is no station joining the network during a JP,TJP is given byTDIFS +NJP ·

TaSlotT ime. However, if there are a number of stations that attempt to join the network, all the

slots of the JP are occupied with the transmission attempts.In such a case, the duration of the

JP is given byNJP · TSCF−BASIC. The number of cases that there existk non-idle slots among

NJP slots in a JP is given by

Ek(NJP , NJS)=



















0 for k = 0

NJP for k = 1

C(NJP , k) ·
(

(k)NJS−
∑k−1

i=1 pi(i, NJS)
)

for k = 2, · · · , NJP ,

whereNJS is the number of stations in the JOIN state, andC(n, k) is the binomial coefficient
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(i.e., C(n, k) = n!
k!(n−k)!

). Consequently, the expectation ofTJP is given by

E[TJP ] =

NJP
∑

k=1

(

Ek(NJP , NJS)

(NJP )NJS

· ((NJP − k)(TDIFS +NJP · TaSlotT ime)+k ·TSCF−BASIC)

)

.

Suppose a data frame is received from the upper layer att = tarrive. If the frame arrives

during the SP (i.e.,tarrive ≤ TSP ), the station can successfully detect the end of the JP. In this

case, the latency for detecting the end of the JP is(TSP + TJP − tarrive). On the contrary, if the

frame arrives during the JP, it fails to detect the end of the JP, and has to wait for another basic

period. Therefore, the latency in this case is(2TSP +2TJP − tarrive). Under the assumption that

the arrival of a data frame is uniformly distributed within the basic period, the expected latency

is given by

E[Ddetect] =
1

2
TSP +

3

2
E[TJP ].

After detecting the end of the JP, the station estimatesNAS for two successive basic period,

and at the next period, it transmits a frame. Therefore, eachattempt fail causes a latency of

Dtransmit = 3TSP + 3TJP . The expected joining latency is obtained as follows:

E[Djoin] = E[Ddetect] +
∞
∑

i=1

(

i ps(1− ps)
i−1

)

E[Dtransmit] (6)

=

(

1

2
+

3

ps

)

TSP +

(

3

2
+

3

ps

)

E[TJP ],

whereps is the probability that a station enters the ACTIVE state successfully, (i.e., the proba-

bility of sending a frame successfully during a JP). The probability ps is calculated as

ps(NJP , NJS) =
NJP · (NJP − 1)NJS−1

(NJP )NJS

=

(

1−
1

NJP

)NJS−1

.

Fig. 8(a) shows the numerical result of the joining latency in (6) with respect toNJS when the

NJP is set 5. Because the number of slots for newly joining stations is fixed at 5, the joining

latency becomes larger as the number of nodes in the JOIN state increases. It is seen that as

the number of nodes in the ACTIVE state increases, the latency also increases due to the longer

duration of the service period.
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Fig. 8. Numerical results for joining latency and the utilization with respect toNJS whenNJP = 5.

B. Utilization

When there existNAS active stations andNJS joining stations, the utilization is defined as

the ratio of the time taken to transmit a payload with respectto the total time, and is calculated

as

U =
Tpayload · (NAS +NJS · ps)

TSP + E[TJP ]
. (7)

Note thatNAS · Tpayload andNJS · ps · Tpayload are the expected time spent in sending payload

during an SP and a JP, respectively. When there is no joining station, the utilization is re-written

as

U =
NAS · Tpayload

NAS · TSCF−BASIC + TDIFS +NJP · TaSlotT ime
.

Even though the effects of a collision in contention based approaches are assumed to be negligible

in lightly loaded traffic, the proposed scheme can still achieve the higher utilization if

NJP ≤ NAS ·
CWmin − 1

2
−

TDIFS

TaSlotT ime

.

Fig. 8(b) shows the numerical result of the utilization in (7) with respect toNJS. It is seen that

the number of nodes in the ACTIVE state increases, the higherthroughput is achieved because

the effect of the overhead due to the fixed duration of joiningperiod is relatively reduced. Also,

becauseps becomes smaller as the number of nodes in the JOIN state increases, the throughput

performance becomes slightly lower. From this numerical analysis, we observe that the duration

of NJP significantly affects the throughput and delay performanceof SCF. How to adjustNJP
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and how to distribute the adjusted value ofNJP to all the contending nodes will be one of our

future research work.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of SCF, we have performed intensive simulations by using the

ns-2 (ver. 2.27) and have compared the performance of SCF with that of IEEE 802.11 DCF,

fast collision reduction (FCR) [12], and Idle Sense [11] in terms of the throughput, fairness, and

delay.

• SCF: The implementation os SCF is based on that of IEEE 802.11DCF. To make the

stations in SCF operate synchronously even in cases of framecorruption by a collision or

a channel error, we simply setCTST imeout andACKTimeout to be equal to EIFS.

• FCR: In order to reduce the idle slots, FCR uses a small value of the initial CWmin for

successful transmissions and reduces the backoff counter exponentially for successive idle

slots. FCR increases the contention window size for a busy state as well as a collision state

of wireless channel. In our simulations, CWmin for FCR is set to three.

• Idle Sense: Each sender counts and averages the number of idle slots between two successive

transmissions, and compares it to the optimal number of idleslots. If the average number is

larger, the sender decreases its contention window in orderto increase channel utilization.

Otherwise, it increases its contention window to avoid potential collisions.

The performances of these schemes are investigated under five different scenarios: a) heavily

loaded network, b) lightly loaded network, c) load-varyingnetwork, d) network with TCP traffic

flows, and e) network with hidden stations.

In the following simulations, the transmission range of each station is 100 meters, and all the

stations are in a region of 70 meters x 70 meters (i.e., there is no hidden station) except the fifth

scenario with hidden stations in Section VI-E. The length ofa data frame is 1,500 bytes, and

the RTS/CTS mechanism is disabled. The transmission rate ofeach station is fixed at 11 Mb/s.

The reported results are obtained by averaging 20 runs of thesimulations.

A. Static network with backlogged nodes

We investigate the network performance of SCF in a static network where all the senders

are always backlogged and the contention level is extremelyhigh. First, we study the aggregate
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Fig. 9. Simulation results in a static network with backlogged nodes.

throughput, which is defined as the total amount of data received divided by the simulation time.

In this saturated scenario, the maximum achievable aggregate throughput on lossless channel

is 7.44 Mb/s, which is calculated from (1) by settingTE[BC] to zero. Fig. 9(a) shows that the

aggregate throughput of DCF decreases rapidly as the numberof stations increases as mentioned

in Section II. The throughput of FCR also decreases, but the decrease is much smaller than that

of DCF, because FCR has a small CWmin, which contributes to reducing overhead of the idle

period. On the other hand, the aggregate throughput of SCF and Idle Sense remain constant as

the number of senders increases due to their novel schemes toavoid or reduce collisions. We

observe that the SCF improves the aggregate throughput by 65% in comparison with DCF. It is

worth noting that on lossless channel, the SCF achieves the highest throughput for all the cases.

We examine the fairness performance among the senders. We use the Jain’s fairness indexF ,
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which is defined as

F =
(
∑

i xi)
2

n ·
∑

i xi
2
,

wheren is the number of flows, andxi is the measured throughput of theith flow in [17].

As F becomes larger, it can be said that the network resource is shared more evenly among

stations. We calculatedF from the data collected for 500 ms in steady state. Fig. 9(b) shows

that SCF gives the highest fairness index. As the number of senders increases, the fairness index

of SCF decreases slightly because SCF gives each sender at least one chance to transmit in

every basic period. On the other hand, FCR shows the worst performance because it uses the

binary backoff algorithm in both increasing and decreasingCW, whereas DCF uses the binary

backoff algorithm only in increasing CW. Note that the binary backoff algorithm may degrade

the fairness performance among stations [18], [19]. In order to overcome this unfairness, FCR

may adopt the distributed version of the SCFQ algorithm [32]. Fig. 9(b) also shows that Idle

Sense remarkably improves the fairness performance, even though it does not outperform SCF.

The transmission delay is defined as the time elapse from the instant a sender first attempts

to send a data frame to the instant it receives an ack frame from the receiver. In SCF, when a

sender has frames to send, it has to join the network first. Onemight expect that this joining

latency becomes too large for a heavily loaded network. In (6), the joining latency increases

as the number of stations in the JOIN state (NJS) increases becauseps becomes smaller. Fig.

9(c) indicates that SCF achieves smaller average transmission delay than DCF and FCR in a

reasonably wide range of the number of stations. In comparison with Idle Sense, it achieves

the better performance until the number of stations reachessixty. For the worst case delay, SCF

and Idle Sense show better performance than the others as shown in Fig. 9(d). We observe that

the unfairness among stations significantly contributes tothe worst case delay, because when a

station does not have a chance to transmit for sometime, the worst case delay increases. In the

case of SCF, the worst case delay is mostly due to a joining delay.

B. Dynamic network with light traffic load

We evaluate the performance of SCF in a dynamic network with light traffic load, where there

exist ten stations that are not backlogged. In this scenario, the stations keep silent for a certain

time interval depending on their sending rate. Under SCF, when a station does not have data
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Fig. 10. Simulation results in a dynamic network with light traffic load.

to send, it transits from ACTIVE state to STANDBY state, and such a node is regarded as a

leaving station. When it has a data to send, it joins the network again. Consequently, the stations

that are not backlogged repeatedly join and leave the network under SCF.

Here, we investigate the aggregate throughput, fairness index, and joining delay with respect

to the offered load per station. Fig. 10(a) indicates that the aggregate throughput of SCF is

higher than those of the other schemes in the whole range. It demonstrates that SCF can work

properly and efficiently under a dynamic network condition.In terms of fairness, FCR is the

worst, and SCF is the best as shown in Fig. 10(b). Thus, it implies that SCF utilizes the network

resource efficiently and fairly in the dynamic network with light traffic load. Fig. 10(c) and

10(d) also show the average transmission delay and the worstcase delay of SCF are better than

or comparable to the others in all the ranges of traffic load. Compared with the case for the
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Fig. 11. Simulation results in a mobile network with joiningand leaving nodes.

static network with backlogged nodes, the probability thata station enters the ACTIVE station

successfully is higher, and as a result, its latency in a lightly loaded network is much smaller

than that in the static network.

C. Mobile network with joining and leaving nodes

We investigate the adaptiveness of DCF, FCR, Idle Sense, andSCF in a mobile network,

where the number of stations varies due to the joining and leaving of mobile nodes. In the

beginning of this simulation, there are initially ten stations, and the number of stations changes

to 7 → 13 → 1 → 5 at every ten seconds. In Fig. 11, we see that SCF is able to adapt well to

the changes in the number of stations and yields the highest aggregate throughput. During the

time interval between 30 and 40 seconds, the number of senders is just one. In this case, SCF

regularly transmits frames every5× TaSlotT ime becauseNJP is five. However, FCR does every

3 × TSlotT ime in this worst case. Therefore, the throughput of FCR is slightly higher than that

of SCF during only this time duration.

D. Network with TCP traffic flows

In order to investigate the performance when the traffic is elastic, we simulate the case where

packets are transmitted under the TCP New Reno [33]. We assume that the length of packets is

1,460 bytes, and the channel is lossless. Fig. 12 shows that SCF outperforms the other schemes

in terms of the aggregate throughput and fairness performance. Compared with Fig. 9(b), Fig.
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Fig. 12. Simulation results in a network with TCP traffic flows.

270m C

D

B

150m

50m
A

Fig. 13. Network topology with four regions in hidden station scenario.

12(b) indicates that the fairness of SCF, FCR, and Idle Senseis improved to some extent with

elastic traffic flows, while that of DCF degrades.

E. Network with hidden stations

The performance of SCF may be affected by collisions during ajoining period unless all the

stations are within the transmission range of each other. Here, we examine the effect of hidden

stations to the operation of SCF. We consider a network topology with four regions as shown

in Fig. 13. Suppose that the transmission range and the signal sensing range are 100 and 220
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meters, respectively. All the stations in the region A (Group A) are within the transmission range

of each other, and all the stations in the region B (Group B) are either within the signal sensing

range or within the transmission range of some of the stations in Group A. Some stations in the

region C (Group C) are within the signal sensing range of somestations in Group A, and the

stations in the region D do not interfere with any of the stations in Group A.

In our simulation, the channel is assumed to be lossless in order to concentrate on the effect of

hidden stations. We consider the following scenario. In region A, there exist ten stations running

each corresponding protocol, and they begin to send frames to their corresponding stations in the

beginning of the simulation. After 20 seconds, an interfering station with a simple CSMA/CA

protocol in region B wakes up and starts to send frames. After15 seconds, another interfering

station in region C begins to send frames. Note that the station in region C is a hidden station

to the stations in region A.

Fig. 14 shows that the aggregate throughput of SCF, DCF, FCR,and Idle Sense. In Fig. 14(a),

we observe that the transmissions from stations in Group A are not affected by the station in

Group B under SCF, but are affected by the stations in Group C.It is because the stations in

Group A leave the network due to the interference from stations in Group C, but they shortly

transit from the ACTIVE2 state to the JOIN state to join the network again as shown in Fig. 4.

Even in this case, we observe that the throughput decrease due to the hidden station in Group C is

not so severe. This result implies that, once a network is operating under SCF, the stations in the

network can communicate with each other properly in spite ofthe interference from the hidden

stations. The interfering station in Group B cannot transmit any packet successfully because the

CAMA/CA protocol defers its transmission. Fig. 14(b) and 14(d) show the aggregate throughput

under DCF and the Idle Sense. The station in Group B can transmit quite a small amount of

data at the expense of the throughput decrease at the stations in Group A. In the case of FCR,

the network is seriously affected by the station in Group B asshown in Fig. 14(c). Among the

four protocols, the Idle Sense experiences the severest throughput decrease due to hidden station

in Fig. 14(d). Fig. 15 shows that the fairness performances of SCF, DCF, and Idle Sense are

very similar to each other except FCR.
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Fig. 14. Simulation results for aggregate throughput in a network with hidden stations.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have investigated the efficiency of contention based approaches such as

IEEE 802.11 DCF for coordinating the contentions among multiple stations in terms of the

MAC protocol overhead and collision occurrences. We have proposed a new MAC mechanism,

called sequential coordination function (SCF), which coordinates every station to send a data

frame sequentially one after another in a distributed manner, instead of competing with each

other station for transmitting frames in order to improve the throughput and fairness performances

of WLAN. By defining a service period and a joining period, theSCF eliminates unnecessary

contentions during the service period. As a result, the backoff overhead and collision among

stations are effectively reduced, and the aggregate throughput and fairness performance are

significantly improved.
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As future work, we will attempt to apply the SCF to various scenarios. First of all, it would

be interesting to study how to support different levels of quality of service (QoS) requirement

under the operation of SCF. While the current SCF only guarantees the same level of QoS by

providing the users with the same opportunity of transmission, it can be readily extended to

support different levels of QoS constraints. Second, we will study how to use the SCF in the

infrastructure mode of WLAN, where an access point should have more opportunities to transmit

than mobile stations. In addition, it would be a challenge toconsider the co-existence issues for

near-by multiple SCF–operated networks as well as SCF and CSMA/CA–operated networks.
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